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Advancing Interdisciplinary Sequence Generation Research
Through Natural Language Processing

My research develops long-form text generation algorithms with a focus on coherence, efficiency, and
model transparency. One of the key strengths of my research is its general applicability to other
domains that also exhibit a sequential nature, such as genomics, speech, and images. I have explored
these connections through interdisciplinary research projects and have developed new methods for
generating high-quality text and other forms of data in these fields.

Long-Form Coherence Applied to Genomics My research on long-form coherence aims at
generating coherent documents with self-consistency [1, 2]. Coherence is important not only in text
generation, but also in other domains where the outputs take the form of long discrete sequences.

Figure 1: Long-form modeling of genomes improves the modeling of open reading frames
(ORFs). Left: Comparison of statistics for the ORFs. The long-form model (orange)
matches the data (green) much better than the baseline (blue). Right: The overlay of the
generated sequences (light blue) with the real phylogenetic tree shows good coverage.

For example, in genome se-
quences, there are crucial long-
range interactions among dis-
tant genes [3]. Modeling these
interactions is challenging since
genome sequences are extremely
long. To this end, I applied my
research on long-form coherence
to Covid genome modeling [4]
in collaboration with Nvidia and
Argonne National Lab. Our
proposed long-form model bet-
ter captures high-level phenom-
ena such as open reading frames
(ORFs) (Figure 1 left). Furthermore, this model generates new sequences that cover different lineages
including all existing variants (Figure 1 right). Our work has won an ACM Gordon Bell Covid
Prize. This direction presents huge potential impacts on life science and healthcare. For example, a
prediction of how the genome of a certain virus evolves will assist in vaccine development.

Efficient Systems Applied to Vision My research on efficient systems aims at handling the scale,
complexity, and real-time requirements of long-form text generation [5, 6]. This line of research can
be applied to large inputs of text as well as other modalities such as images.

In Image-to-Markup Generation with Coarse-to-Fine Attention [7], I proposed to use a cascade of
attention mechanisms to gradually zoom into the input image. The first attention mechanism is
used to identify the salient regions using a coarse-grained image, which are then passed to the second
attention to generate the output using a fine-grained image (Figure 2). By applying fast coarse-to-fine
inference, these models can scale to much larger inputs, such as large medical images.

Other Insights from Text Generation Insights gained from text generation research can be
applied to other domains. For example, in Markup-to-Image Diffusion Models with Scheduled Sam-
pling [8], I used a diffusion model to generate molecules and sheet music. Diffusion models generate
images by applying a sequence of denoising operations to an initial noise image [9]. We found that it
has similar issues as the exposure bias issue in text generation [10]: the model fails to correct its own
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Figure 2: A coarse-to-fine model to process large input images. When producing each symbol, the model first selects a subset of the image
(marked in blue) using a coarse-grained feature map, and then only uses finer-grained features inside the selected region.
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Figure 3: The generation process of diffusion models with scheduled sampling. The numbers are
the number of diffusion steps. Left: generating a molecule. Right: generating sheet music.

mistakes during generation
because it has never seen
them during training. To
mitigate these issues, I
adapted the scheduled sam-
pling algorithm, originally
used for text generation and
imitation learning [11, 12],
to diffusion training. This
approach leads to promis-
ing results in molecule and
sheet music generation (Fig-
ure 3).

Workshop Proposal In
light of the significant ad-
vances in large language
models, I propose to orga-
nize a workshop, Sequence
Generation for Science and
Beyond. This workshop will bring together experts in machine learning, NLP, computational biology,
chemistry, speech, music, economics, etc., to stimulate vibrant discussions about applying sequence
generation research to science and other domains. My past experience organizing the Efficient Nat-
ural Language and Multimodal Models Workshop will help me organize this workshop successfully. I
believe that the Sequence Generation for Science and Beyond workshop will provide a platform for
researchers to engage in interdisciplinary collaborations and foster the development of novel applica-
tions of sequence generation research in various domains.

Future Plans As a professor, I will continue my research on long-form generation, with a focus on
developing coherent, efficient, and transparent models that enable many exciting new applications in
different domains. I am particularly interested in collaborating with other groups on interdisciplinary
research that combines natural language processing with other fields. For example, my work on
sequence generation can be used to solve problems in biology, economics, linguistics, speech, and
education. I am excited to contribute to the advancement of natural language processing and related
fields through my work.
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